
FOUR DECADES OF CATACLYSMIC VARIABLES 
 

Stan Walker 

The illustration above is an artist’s idea of how a CV (dwarf nova) system ap-

pears. It comprises a white dwarf star with a radius of perhaps 20,000 kilometres and  

a rather small normal star, usually about 10 to 30 times that size which is losing mate-

rial from its surface due to gravitational interaction. The angular momentum ensures 

that in most cases this material forms a disc around the white dwarf star from which 

most will, in due course, fall onto the WD but some will be lost from the system en-

tirely. 

The WD produces no energy from nuclear processes (except when it evolves into 

a nova). The cool, mass losing star uses normal thermonuclear processes.  Because of 

the Roche geometry which means the surface of this star is effectively at zero gravity 

material can fall toward the WD star with stored kinetic energy which is released as it 

intersects with the disc around that star. This creates a heated region (commonly 

called a hot spot) which brightens the system when it is face on to the observer. This 

heated region has a long tail. The disc is heated partly by this but also by radiation 

from the WD star. 

But there are other type of CVs. Some have giant secondaries, all will usually be-

come novae, although a few like V803 Centauri, comprising a pair of helium WDs can-

not heat the mass gaining star sufficiently to trigger the necessary nuclear reaction. 

 

HOW THE AUCKLAND INTEREST BEGAN 

In about 1966 Brian Marino and I visited Frank Bateson to hear his views on 

variable stars. From this visit we concluded that not a great amount was known about 

CVs. Frank thought that we could determine periods by observing eclipses and recom-

mended BV Centauri as a likely candidate as he had often seen it fainter then normal. 

So we began a campaign of visual observations. We were also impressed by the work 

of Joy, Kraft and Mumford in this field as described in PASP so decided to try out EX 

Hydrae which George Mumford was observing in the hope that he would find period 

changes due to gravitational radiation. 



Flare stars were big news at that time and we began to find slow ‘flares’ on EX 

Hydrae. A bit more about this on page 7 & 8 of this poster. But the eclipses were hard 

to recognise. In late 1968 we began the construction of a photoelectric photometer—

which project was encouraged by a group from Christchurch making a practical 

demonstration in Auckland of such an instrument built by Clive Rowe. This was for-

tuitous in that we adopted his innovative ideas for the electronics. With a Kingdon-

Tomlinson grant and assistance from the University of Auckland we were on the way. 

BV Centauri was a disappointment but observations of VW Hydri turned out to be 

very useful and informative. They produced an interesting conundrum which is 

shown in Figure 2!  

At minimum VW Hydri is around V = 13.5 to 13.8 which is well within range of 

a good PEP set up but the data are a little noisy as measures are sequential allowing 

transparency changes to affect them. But in a superoutburst of which two occur each 

year—usually in May and November for this star—it’s around V = 8.7 to 9.0. Whilst 

we knew from the literature and our own experience that the orbital humps disap-

peared as the system brightened we observed similar appearing humps during the 

main stage of the superoutburst. Great news, but the results are shown in Figure 2.  

To fit the humps when it’s bright you have to change the period—which was clearly 

impossible! But easily possible if the light comes from  a precessing elliptical disc! 
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Figure 2. This shows ep-

ochs of maximum light de-

termined from a light 

curve such as that of Fig-

ure 3. But only those 

which are measured at 

minimum make any sense 

and fit the period and ep-

och of this O-C diagram 

showing displacements in 

phase for individual cycles 

measured. 

At the bottom are shown 

the superhumps of the up-

per figure fitted to the pe-

riod of 0.0768 days. These 

show a varying period 

which in the latter part of 

the outburst split into two 

parts—now known to be a 

fairly normal occurrence. 

The lower ones are more 

likely to be the main su-

perhumps on the basis of a 

shortening period. 

The orbital light elements 

of VW Hydri determined 

in 1974 are: 

JD 2440128.0222 + 

0.0742711 E 
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We published the orbital period, Marino & Walker, 1974, using only the hot 

spot data—a new approach in this field which had previously determined periods 

only by eclipse measures—but merely presented the times of the puzzling humps 

found during the bright outbursts. It was left to Brian Warner to work out what they 

were and to apply the term ‘superhumps’.  

It was a very interesting field in the 1970s—but little in the way of computers 

and no period search software—and the Southern Hemisphere sky had been little ex-

plored. Colour changes during outbursts were large and Vogt and others measured 

the elongated oval paths in the B-V/U-B diagram during outbursts. At Auckland we 

measured colour changes during the cycle—also during outbursts and published in 

Southern Stars, Walker & Marino, 1974, colour information as well as drawing atten-

tion to the marked pause in the rise at magnitude ~12.5. Warner had the advantage of 

a bigger telescope and better skies and was able to identify superhumps in many 

stars, EK TrA, CU Vel, V436 Cen, Z Cha but we managed to be the first with WX 

Hydri, Walker, Marino and Freeth, 1976. This star is unusual in that whilst super-

humps are visible its inclination of about 30o has resisted detection of an orbital pe-

riod.  

Continued colour measures of VW Hydri and other stars were made and a full 

V, B-V, U-B light curve of VW Hydri was published by the Variable Star Section, 

Walker & Marino, 1976. This showed colour changes on the rise. particularly across 

the pause at V = 12.5 when the star becomes quite red, suggesting that in the initial 

stages of the disc collapse the very blue white dwarf star is substantially obscured.  

The visual measures of this star over many years suggested how the superout-

burst were triggered and we continued to observe the early stages of these photoelec-

trically. In November, 1977, we managed to obtain some critical measures of VW Hy-

dri during the transition from the normal outburst precursor to the early stages of 

the superoutburst. These are shown on the next page.  
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Figure 3 Two cycles of VW Hydri showing the regular brightening as the hot spot 

faces the observer once in each orbit. There is no sign of an eclipse. The vertical scale 

is in nominal intensity units in white (unfiltered) light. 
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Figure 4: This composite 

graph from Colloquium 46, 

pp 29-38, 1979, shows inter-

esting aspects of the precur-

sor outburst which initiated 

the main superoutburst. 

The top graph shows the 

observed measures fitted to 

the probable light curve 

contrasted with the normal 

outburst light curve (solid 

line). All tick marks indi-

cate normal phase 0.0. 

The central graph shows 

the enhanced orbital humps 

with a period close to the 

normal period and phases 

to match. But the phase of 

the superhumps seen on the 

following night as shown in 

the bottom graph cannot be 

matched to them as, with 

only 10 cycles between, the 

phase shift would have been 

around 0.025 days, or ~0.3 

cycles. 

The period of the super-

humps shown here is 

~0.0768 days. 

The disturbed light curve at 

the end of the 12 May run 

may well be the initial 

stages of the superhump 

development. At this stage 

the decline is beginning to 

slow. 

 

Vogt, Schoembs and others of the ESO group reexamined their measures of VW 

Hydri and found that enhanced orbital humps were present at a gradually increasing 

level beginning in outbursts about two months before the actual superoutburst. This 

confirmed the model but it’s still not clear whether it applies only to VW Hydri, or all 

the SU UMa stars, or perhaps in a different manner to all dwarf novae. WX Hydri 

shows a similar pattern and recently Jeremy Shears of the British Astronomical Asso-

ciation and his group have shown that other DNs do as well.  
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I A U COLLOQUIUM 46—HAMILTON 27 NOVEMBER 1978 
 

This marked the fiftieth anniversary of the formation of the Variable Star 

Section, although a year late, and was well supported by professional and ama-

teur astronomers from many countries. It also saw a dramatic expansion in the 

numbers of amateur PEP observers involved in CV photoelectric photometry. 

At this conference the Auckland and VSS observations were merged to 

provide a model for the superoutbursts of VW Hydri, Marino & Walker, 1978.  
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Figure 5: The normal outburst as a precursor and the development of the superout-

burst of VW Hydri. 

The normal outburst begins as a ‘single shot event’ with part of the overfull disc 

being dumped onto the white dwarf primary. But the primary is partially obscured as 

this happens and the system becomes redder—as shown by the dip in the B-V col-

our—with the light coming from the hot disc and the cooling infalling material. There 

is a noticeable slowing at V ~12 but then the accretion heating on the primary begins 

to dominate the system. Once maximum brightness is reached the star begins to get 

dimmer and cooler. A simple story. 

But when conditions are right—about every 180 days for VW Hydri—the nor-

mal outburst appears to trigger a continued and enhanced flow of material from the 

secondary star. This can be found in the brighter green triangles of the plot as en-

hanced orbital (obeying the orbital period of the system) humps. Normally the orbital 

humps are drowned out by the light from accretion onto the primary during outburst 

but if they are visible it shows that mass flow has increased by 30-40 times and this is 

what drives the superoutburst. The disc becomes distorted, it precesses and the ap-

parent period becomes different from the orbital period by a few percent. There is 

also a marked discontinuity with the orbital epochs. When we first noticed this in 

Auckland in 1969—before the superoutbursts were modelled—we were completely 

bemused by how the orbital period could change like this. Our original paper on the 

system provided the correct period—but we had to admit that the similar appearing 

superhumps were something different! 
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HOW IT ALL WORKS 
 

In a binary system the gravity fields and revolution of the two stars create a 

Roche geometry whereby a star cannot exert an independent gravitational influ-

ence outside certain boundaries. These are shown as distorted spheres outlined 

by dots in Figure 6, which views the system from above.  The mass losing star to 

the right is in contact with its lobe and is losing material through the inner La-

grangian point where the gravity is essentially zero. This star is moving upward 

in the diagram. 

The white dwarf shows as a central ring in the left part of this diagram and 

its 12000 to 20000 km diameter is about 5% of the donor star—but its mass is 

much greater. The blue line represents a stream of material lost by the donor 

star falling toward the white dwarf but by the time it will reach there the WD 

has travelled a distance in its orbit. So a disc 1-2-3-4 forms around the WD. 

 

 

Figure 6. A diagrammatic 

view of a CV system. Spectral 

measures of the various la-

beled points allow velocities 

and physical values to be de-

termined.  

The intersection point of the mass stream with the disc is heated as a result 

of the release of kinetic energy—this heating extends in the direction of the 

disc’s rotation. The region inside the disc is filled with a thin rain of material 

falling onto the WD. During outbursts this becomes greatly accentuated. 

Most artist’s impressions—and that on page 1 here is no exception—show 

the disc too large. Orbital velocities of bright clumps near the inside region of 

the disc appear to show orbital velocities in the 20-40 second range. Since all the 

visible energy, with the exception of the small luminosity contributions of the 

donor star and the WD, come from accretion heating and turbulence the mass 

flow onto the disc must travel a considerable distance to build up a gravita-

tional impact potential 

During outbursts material from the disc collapses onto the WD and this re-

leases a considerable amount of energy. The brightness change in a star like 

VW Hydri is 4 to 5 magnitudes, or 40-100 times in intensity. The normal out-

bursts are clearly a brief event as the system brightens to a sharply defined 

peak at maximum, then a slower fading to normal. The B-V colour shows that 

the system is hottest at maximum. 

It is important to realize that all of the energy results from material lost by 

the donor star falling into the deep gravitational well of the white dwarf and the 

effects of accretion heating. Turbulence in the disc is important in some cases 

but this can only be generated by accretion heating in some form. 
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A SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE COLLOBARATION 
 

Another star of interest at that time was—and still is—EX Hydrae. This was 

known to have, in addition to the orbital period of 98.26 minutes determined from 

eclipses, a period of ~67 minutes. Vogt organised at the conference a multi-

observatory campaign of observations of this star to occur in April, 1979. 

Chris Stercken and Nicholas Vogt with assistance from Brian Warner organised 

one of the earliest world encircling photometry collaborations by involving the Auck-

land group, also Harold Kennedy,  Bill Allen and Arthur Page, in four countries – NZ, 

Australia, Chile and Zimbabwe– in an assault on the puzzling star EX Hydrae, now 

one of the best known intermediate polars. Very successful in its results, it pointed the 

way ahead. EX Hydrae has a well known orbital period of 98.3 minutes but also a 

pronounced hump with a period of 67.03 minutes as shown in Figure 8. The campaign 

was carried out in April, 1979, Stercken et al, 1983 

Figure 7: This shows an artist’s impression of how a polar or intermediate polar 

might appear. The critical factor is the strength of the magnetic field of the white 

dwarf star—also its age as it will evolve from a freely rotating object to a state in 

which its rotation period is identical to the revolution period of the system. This is a 

very slow process.  

The magnetic field inhibits the formation of a disc and instead channels the accretion 

directly onto the magnetic poles of the WD. Similar, but on a much larger scale, to the 

Earth’s auroral regions. Usually only one pole is visible to the observer, hence the sin-

gle peak. 

George Mumford began studying the eclipses of EX Hydrae in the 1950s, hoping to 

find evidence of a changing period. Thus it is one of the most studied stars of this type 

in the sky. Its orbital period does not seem to be changing but oscillates over a decade 

or two. But the WD rotation period is slowing—whether this change is continuous or 

occurs abruptly at intervals is still uncertain but the latter is more likely—and an up 

to date study of all the measures would be rewarding.  
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Figure 8: Here we see three hours’ measures of EX Hydrae with the purple line 

showing the expected white dwarf 67 minute period fitted to the data.  Deduced frac-

tions of a day are shown. Eclipses are easily seen—the first coinciding with the mini-

mum of the WD rotation period, the second near its maximum, with dramatic distor-

tion of the light curve. It’s a challenging target! The running mean helps to cancel out 

the flickering. 

EX Hydrae was the first dwarf nova we looked at in Auckland—visually prior to our 

photoelectric equipment coming on line. We were very puzzled by the messy light 

curve—the depth of the eclipses is not great, the star flickers strongly like most CVs 

and the prominent humps caused by the period of the polar accretion onto the white 

dwarf component dominate the light curve. Figure 8 shows smoothed CCD measures 

in 2002 with the 67 minute period quite clear—the eclipses less so. The period rela-

tionship of 1.45 also adds some confusion as it’s close to a 3:2 ratio. 

Figure 9: This shows various attempts to 

fit the spin periods of the WD component 

of EX Hydrae.  

The original fit to the observations 

by an ESO team assumed a standard ep-

och and period with no change. This is the 

plunging set of observed epochs in blue 

Since then, several groups have at-

tempted to fit a parabolic ephemeris and 

the best of these is shown in pale blue.  As 

the cycles mount it becomes necessary to 

correct this but it never quite fits. 

The best fit is to assume that the 

changes are abrupt but always causing 

the period to become shorter. This is 

shown in the magenta curve. 

Voft et al                  o 

Bond & Freeth         o 

Hellierr & Sproats   o 

Walker & Allen       o 
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Rather encouraging to visual observers, our measures of the so called ‘flares’ in 

this star back in the 1960s can be fitted to the light elements of the WD spin period 

There are many other polars and intermediate polars around, many of the IPs 

are much easier to observe with deeper eclipses and shorter spin periods. These are 

rather less advanced in their evolution toward a locked spin/revolution period. 

The Centre for Backyard Astrophysics—CBA—has examined a number of these 

stars using CCD monitoring. One such light curve is shown below. 

Figure 10:  The intermediate polar FO Aquarii shows an well defined eclipses to-

gether with pronounced humps at around 25 minutes. The GCVS describes this star 

as an X Ray source with one component a pulsar. The graphs show two nights. 
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THE VISUAL SCENE—THEN AND NOW 
 

In the 1960s few CVs were observed consistently, largely due to the lack of suit-

able charts and the small numbers of the objects known. Albert Jones along with 

Frank Bateson were two of the most prolific observers but objects such as Nova Del-

phini, a very slow and bright nova, encouraged many others to become interested. 

Whilst visual measures don’t have the accuracy of PEP and CCDs the large ampli-

tudes of most CVs make them suitable targets for visual observers. 

Now we are overwhelmed by the range of CV objects. If we accept that almost 

all moderately close binary stars of low mass—those which can’t evolve into superno-

vae or black holes or other spectacular objects—will ultimately evolve into CVs of 

one type or another, then we can understand this complexity. 

But back then it was simple. Observers followed CVs visually and produced de-

tailed light curves—since there was little special equipment they had access to. CVs 

were categorized by these visual curves and the frequency and types of outbursts 

gradually became known. It was largely a descriptive science then, with little known 

about the structure and evolution of these objects. One popular theory was that dwarf 

novae evolved from W Ursae Majoris binaries as the periods were so similar and the 

structure of the binaries was thought to allow this transition. 

This type of data collection had useful results. One example was VW Hydri. 

Brian Marino and I often visited Wellington where we would be guests of Norman 

Rumsey. On one of these visits we discussed the superoutbursts of VW Hydri and 

why Frank Bateson’s multiplicity of outbursts didn’t seem to be physically necessary. 

We’d been looking at another approach which is shown in Figure 11 and were inter-

ested that Norman had come to a similar conclusion. 

Figure 11 a,b: At the left visual measures from seven superoutbursts show that the 

latter stages are identical. At the right are shown various superoutbusts of VW Hydri 

aligned with the rise to the  main superoutburst. These clearly show that the outburst 

is initiated by a precursor event similar to a normal outburst. Many SU Ursae Ma-

joris stars show this type of development. This graph uses only visual measures and 

shows their value in studying the gross behaviour of CVs. See also page 5. 

Visual Measures also confirmed another feature which had been noticed photo-

electrically, a pause on the rise to a normal outburst. Whilst they were not always 

adequate to portray this event in detail a statistical analysis showed a substantial ex-

cess of measures between 128 and 12.3 on the rise.  
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Another hot topic in those days was the prediction of outbursts—were they regu-

lar in some way or completely random? This question could be divided into two 

parts: the normal outbursts were rather more random and their occurrence was 

linked to the filling of the mass flow bucket and its consequent collapsing of the disc; 

but the superoutbursts were rather more predictable due to their usual, but not in all 

cases, dependence upon the normal outburst as a precursor. 

The advent of low cost CCDs in the late 1990s together with image processing 

software saw a major change on the amateur scene. Buy a CCD, link it with an effec-

tive imaging processing package, join the CBA or something similar and you became 

an instant astronomer. This has to a large extent relegated the visual observer to an 

early warning system for the CCD observer of CVs. The unfortunate result is that ob-

servations of the long term behaviour of CVs are no longer available in any quantity. 

This is seen in Figure 12 a,b,c,d. 

 

Figure 12 a,b: At the top are 

measures of VW Hydri dur-

ing 1000 days centred about 

1974, at the bottom a similar 

period around 2009. The 

green points are CCD meas-

ures. 

This is a very popular and 

bright CV—others are much 

more neglected with a few 

measures, often at monthly 

intervals. 

Just recently Brian Warner 

was searching, probably un-

successfully, for visual meas-

ures of GW Librae to ensure 

that no outbursts had been 

missed. 

A similar situation applies to 

Z Chamaeleontis and CU Ve-

lorum, data from AAVSO 

reveals. Neither is bright at 

minimum, being around V = 

15, but the number of meas-

ures shows a decline. These 

two graphs represent the last 

1000 days prior to 22 May, 

2013. 

So there’s a great opportu-

nity for someone to carry out 

the type of project discussed 

on page 14. 
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THE CCD ERA 
 

About the mid-1970s a graduate of the University of Canterbury, Stephan 

Mochnacki, called in to the Auckland Observatory and mentioned that he was off to, 

I think, Kitt Peak to work in the development of something called a CCD array. We 

wondered how this could be used in astronomy—little did we appreciate at that time 

the effect it would have on the science! 

PEP was largely abandoned at Auckland Observatory in the early 1990s and I 

moved to Waiharara which is around 50 km from the top of the country and contin-

ued photometry using the Auckland Astronomical Society’s small photometer. But 

this couldn’t reach most CV magnitudes. About 1995 I emailed Joe Patterson about 

one of his papers and was surprised when he offered me a CCD camera. We hadn’t 

even built the house up here at that stage so its setting up was quite a task. 

Almost the first project we tried involved V803 Centauri and here we almost fell 

into the 24 hour period trap. Whilst I was getting a nice curve through the brightest 

part of the light curve Joe was measuring along what was in effect a faint decline be-

tween outbursts at 23 hour intervals. When he emailed disappointment and suggested 

abandoning the project I hastily sent over my 

data—and the suggestion that the period 

looked more like an RR Lyrae than a CV. 

 Jonathan Kemp at Cerro Tololo was also get-

ting good measures and it transpired that here 

was a dwarf nova with an outburst period of 

less than a day. This particular star exhibits 

most of the complexities of CVs. It has ordi-

nary and super outbursts, it has an orbital pe-

riod of ~26 minutes, it has inactive periods 

when it’s down at magnitude 17—normal is 

around 13-14—and, to add to the interest, it 

comprises a pair of helium rich white dwarf 

stars. Sadly, it will never become a nova as he-

lium ignition requires a much higher tempera-

ture than is available in that system. 

At this time the only reduction software was CCDOPS and this was painstaking. 

It took a long time to convert 3000+ images of V803 to magnitudes and plot light 

curves. Two of these are shown.  

A bright outburst 

of V803 Centauri, 

night by night 

curve at the left, a 

detailed graph 

showing super-

humps to the 

right. The period 

is approximately 

26 minutes. 
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Here are some assorted light curves showing measures made at Wharemaru us-

ing a 254mm reflector and reduced using Munidos, a free software reduction system 

upon Peter Stetson’s image digitisation software. This removed most of the drudgery 

and almost made the whole operation automatic.  Z Chamaeleontis was a star which 

tantalised us at Auck-

land Observatory—

were we seeing it at 

minimum on good 

nights or was it some-

thing else? 

In the centre is AO Oc-

tantis, normally fainter 

than V = 20, but caught 

during one of its 

infrequent out-

bursts. Some 

good superhumps 

on this star with 

an orbital period 

of around 100 

minutes 

At the bot-

tom is a very shy 

star, WZ Sagittae 

which has out-

bursts separated by many years. 

Its not a recurrent nova as there 

is no ejection of a shell. 

All of these light curves were 

collected in CBA projects where 

several New Zealand observ-

ers—Jennie McCormick,  Marc 

Bos, Fred Velhuis, Robert Rea 

and others also observed. 

Alas, my CCD camera failed 

and I abandoned observation of 

these stars about 2006. 
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WHAT OF THE FUTURE FOR AMATEUR OBSERVERS? 

 

The CCD era has changed the way in which we look at CVs. It concentrates 

upon outbursts or short term phenomena such as intermediate polars with the accre-

tion peaks of the WD compared to the revolution period as revealed by the few CVs 

that show eclipses. Apart from this, it focuses upon SU Ursae Majoris stars which 

show the predictable superhump periodicities. There is little new information in 

this—it’s like the schoolboy idea of stamp collecting— get as many different stamps 

as you can. 

Most of the targets can be looked upon as ‘get rich quick’ schemes. Little or no 

attention is paid to the vast majority of CVs which are neither polars, nor SU Ursae 

Majoris stars.  So not much progress is being made in understanding these objects. 

About all that can be found using unfiltered photometry are periods and period 

changes. These are interesting, perhaps, but give little information about the physical 

nature of the stars. The more serious professionals have access to much more elabo-

rate equipment studying a greater range of wavelengths. 

In recent years the most interesting discoveries have been made by visual ob-

servers keeping a watch on the less active objects. Mike Linnolt in Hawaii discovered 

BW Sculptoris a novalike variable at 9.6 instead of the normal 17th magnitude, 

Stephen Hovell found DI Orionis, an old nova, bright one night in February of this 

year. The AAVSO publishes notices about such objects and three of these in which 

Mike Linnolt was involved are shown in part on page 15. 

In Australia Alan Plummer has been analysing the outburst intervals of BV 

Centauri and has noticed some changes there. 

All of these things suggest that a project to check on a daily basis the behaviour 

of CVs would be rewarding—either visually or with a CCD camera set up. This latter 

has the advantage of being able to see fainter objects than the eye due to its cumula-

tive method of imaging. Most of this was described in Variable Stars South Newslet-

ter, August 2010. With a 203mm GoTo telescope an a 60 second imaging cycle, cou-

pled with a yellow or green Wratten filter (or even the G of the RGB filter set which 

many people have) it should be possible to obtain images to about V = 16 or even bet-

ter at the rate of about 30-40 per hour. Visual observing would probably reach within 

a magnitude of this limit without the need for a filter. Charts would be necessary but 

these can be downloaded from the AAVSO website even if some work from the ob-

server was required. 

This moves the observing into the broader field of studying the frequency of out-

bursts, how they can be categorised in a broader manner and studying the gross 

variations. It will also find some of the more unusual CVs which are at present largely 

undetected. This may appear to be competing with the various survey projects but 

many of these have a 3-10 day cycle and miss much of what is happening in the sky. 

Because of their shotgun approach much of the data collected is not examined—or 

their magnitude limits are not particularly faint. 

The filtered magnitudes are also better than unfiltered and of more use in study-

ing long term behaviour. 
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF VARIABLE STAR OBSERVERS  

By agreement between the major variable star groups the AAVSO acts as a centre for 

disseminating information about interesting variable star discoveries. The following 

three notices, with some non-essential parts removed, were published in the past year 

or two. All relate to visual observers discovering objects of unusual interest. 

NSV 1436 

NSV 1436 was discovered in outburst by E. Muyllaert (Oostende, Belgium) at an un-

filtered (CV) magnitude of 13.49 on 2011 March 28.9576 (JD 2455649.4576), and was 

confirmed by M. Linnolt (Hawaii, United States) at a visual magnitude of 12.8 on 

March 30.2708 (JD 24556450.7708). This star last exhibited a bright outburst in late 

November 1948 (Brown et al., 2010, JAAVSO 38, 176), and is a known X-ray source 

(Bedient 2004, priv. comm.). A smaller outburst occurred on 2011 March 9-10, when 

it briefly reached magnitude ~14.5 (Linnolt: 14.5 on JD 2455629.7618; M. Simsonsen, 

Michigan, United States: V=14.55 on JD 2455630.6615; Linnolt: 14.55 on JD 

2455630.7354). The classification of this object is unclear, in large part because it has 

been poorly observed in the past. The object is typically fainter than V=16, and has 

been recorded as faint as magnitude 19. Photometry during the current outburst may 

provide insight into the nature of this object. 

 

 

Event: Outburst of the UGWZ Candidate BW Scl 

As announced in AAVSO Special Notice #261 (M. Templeton), the UGWZ candidate 

BW Scl is in outburst. No previous outbursts have been reported in the AAVSO In-

ternational Database; BW Scl is magnitude 17 at minimum. BW Scl is classified as a 

novalike variable, but is most likely a WZ Sge-type cataclysmic variable. Time-series 

observations are encouraged to help determine the nature of this object, which has 

never been studied before. Since BW Scl is so bright, the use of filters for instrumen-

tal observations is encouraged, and observers should be able to obtain good time reso-

lution with good signal-to-noise during early stages of the outburst at least. Visual ob-

servations are also encouraged. 

 

Discovered by: Mike Linnolt, Ocean View, HI 

Discovery Date: 2011 Oct. 21.3146 UT (JD 2455855.81458) 

Discovery Magnitude: visual magnitude 9.6 

Coordinates: R.A. = 23 53 00.85 Decl. = -38 51 46.4 (equinox 2000.0) 

 

Outburst of the recurrent nova T Pyx 

April 14, 2011: The recurrent nova T Pyxidis has been discovered in outburst. It was 

detected by M. Linnolt (Hawaii, United States) at a visual magnitude of 13.0 on 2011 

April 14.2931 (JD 2455665.7931), and confirmed by A. Plummer (m(vis)=12.2, JD 

2455665.8847) and S. Kerr (m(vis)=11.3, JD 2455665.9410). This is the first outburst 

of T Pyx since December 7, 1966, nearly 45 years. Observations of this rare out-

burster are urgently requested, beginning immediately. 
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